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1Learning from the Floods of 2008:
Practical Strategies for Resilience
What lessons did we learn in the 
2008 floods?
What do we know already that we could
apply or implement NOW to significantly
reduce impact of future floods?
What additional research or mitigation
is needed in the future?
2Lessons Learned
 Previous assessments of climate, weather, and ‘100 yr 
floodplains’ are not going to work for future planning. 
Recent history is inadequate to assess risk. 
We need more infiltration from our landscapes, and 
perennials and high o.m. soils WORK.
 Many existing conservation practices work pretty well 
if built to regs and maintained, but
Existing conservation stewardship, at its best, was 
insufficient in some cases
Control at the source (targeting point of initial water/soil 
contact) is cheapest and most effective action
Systems planning is needed (right practice at right 
place at right time,and a suite of practices)
Stay out of the flood plain if you can
3Lessons Learned
 Nature bats last
 Current agricultural practices decrease our 
resilience to environmental extremes (toward 
annuals away from diversity)
Current urbanization practices contribute to 
flashiness of streams
Many existing structures were not designed for 
current and future precip events
Streams are machines and react to landscape 
changes, a dynamic system with little respect for 
political boundaries
We can track successful conservation by looking 
at implemented EWP/WRP from earlier floods.
4Actions for Now
 practices: permeable paving, grassed waterways, 
well-managed grazing, permanent perennial 
easements that reduce raindrop impact and increase 
soil quality and infiltration
 useful elements in many existing fed programs, 
PL566; 1993 EWP’s and survey data from 
applications useful for future prioritizing,A.Corp,    
 Prioritize proactive not reactive in planning
Shorten turnaround times for water quality and 
sediment testing and prepare guidelines for future 
preparedness
Buy-out floodway structures; educate or require 
about building flood proofing; require elevation 
changes for existing buildings  
5Actions for Now
 Emphasize full on-farm conservation planning 
(suite of practices, systems approach)
Explore regional watershed planning models
Think about using history, flow, soil character to 
predict stream anchored ‘conservation areas’ which 
accommodate meanders and infiltration and reduce 
flow rates
 Explore new roles for organizing for watershed 
action:  drainage districts revival; watershed 
authorities; mill tax authority -- limits and 
possibilities?
 Take advantage of non-profit partners’ role in 
facilitation of conservation education, easement 
implementation 
6Gaps and Needs
Anticipate and predict results of climate and 
hydrological events, adapt models that move us 
away from political boundaries
 increased interagency cooperation - agencies 
need to look outside their ‘mission areas’ to think 
systematically about a more secure future. 
 incentives, mid-contract and long term mngt (more 
than 1 yr profitablity) for conservation practices and 
structures 
Research on cover crops, living mulch, perennial 
biofuels, grazing systems
Multi-year lease contracts to help bridge ownership 
and practice changes that tend to emphasize short 
term profitability
7Gaps and Needs
Can we learn from control of run-off from common, small 
precip events to improve overall water mngt?
Development of systems measures of effectiveness:  
hydrologic footprints; soil quality; 
 Improved communications and education about flood 
issues, water and soil quality, landuse relationships to 
flow, watersheds, and safety and health
Rethink our ‘built world’ designs, include impact of BMP’s
on downstream, esp. urban, link upstream/downsteam.
Small business protection is lacking
Crossing jurisdictional and political boundaries to 
improve planning
 Insurance rates and floodway mapping
